Abstract In this work we present modeling techniques for the development of multi-agent applications within the reference architecture for multi-agent system Mulan. Our approach can be characterized as model driven development by using models in all stages and levels of abstraction regarding design, implementation and documentation. Both, standard techniques from software development as well as customized ones are used to satisfy the needs of multi-agent system development. To illustrate the techniques and models within this paper we use diagrams created during the development of an agent-based distributed Workflow Management System (WFMS).
Introduction
The agent metaphor is highly abstract and it is necessary to develop software engineering techniques and methodologies that particularly fit the agent-oriented paradigm. They must capture the flexibility and autonomy of an agent's problemsolving capabilities, the richness of agent interactions and the (social) organizational structure of a multi-agent system as a whole.
Many agent-oriented software development methodologies have been brought forward over the past decade, many of them already in a mature state. Here, we present our contribution to this rapidly evolving field of research by describing agent models and their usage during the development of multi-agent systems with Mulan (Multi-Agent Nets [7] ). As a matter of course there exist many analogies to related agent-oriented development techniques and methodologies like Gaia [15] , MaSE [4] or Prometheus [11] . This concerns development methods and abstractions like use cases, system structure (organization) diagrams, role models, interaction diagrams and interaction protocols as well as more finegrained models of agents' internal events, data structures and decision making capabilities.
Our approach Paose (Petri net-based AOSE) facilitates the metaphor of multi-agent systems in a formally precise and coherent way throughout all aspects of software development as well as a concurrency-aware (Petri net-based) modeling and programming language. The metaphor of multi-agent systems is formalized by the Mulan reference architecture, which is modeled using reference nets. We integrate several ideas from the methodologies mentioned above as well as concepts from conventional modeling techniques (UML). The result of those efforts is a development methodology that continuously integrates our philosophy of Petri net-based and model-driven software engineering in the context of multi-agent systems.
This paper focuses on the set of modeling techniques used within the Paose approach. Other aspects have already been presented, for example the multiagent system as a guiding metaphor for development processes in [1] . In Section 2 we introduce the basic conceptual features of multi-agent application development with Mulan. The particular techniques, models and tools are presented in Section 3.
Concepts of Application Development with Mulan
Reference nets 1 and thus also Mulan run in the virtual machine provided by Renew [9] , which also includes an editor and runtime support for several kinds of Petri nets. Since reference nets may carry complex Java-instructions as inscriptions and thereby offer the possibility of Petri net-based programming, the Mulan models have been extended to a fully elaborated and running software architecture, the FIPA 2 -compliant re-implementation Capa [5] . Reference nets can be regarded as a concurrency extension to Java, which allows for easy implementation of concurrent systems in regard to modeling (implementation) and synchronization aspects. Those -often tedious -aspects of implementation regarding concurrency are handled by the formalism as well as by the underlying virtual machine. In this aspect lies the advantage of our approach. We rely on a formal background, which is at the same time tightly coupled with the programming environment Java. Mulan can be regarded as a reference architecture for concurrent systems providing a highly structured approach using the multi-agent system metaphor.
We describe the internal components of the Mulan agent followed by an investigation of the interrelations between them, which results in the organizational structure of the system. For the details of further aspects of the Mulan architecture we refer to Rölke et. al. [7] .
The Mulan Agent
The reference net-based multi-agent system architecture Mulan (Multi Agent Nets) structures a multi-agent system in four layers, namely infrastructure, platform, agent and protocol [7, 12] . Figure 1 shows a schematic net model of a Mulan agent. Several parts of the operational model, such as inscriptions, synchronous channels and initialization, are omitted for clearness. Instead, descriptive names have been given to the net elements representing synchronous channels or place contents. The model stresses that the agent is a communicating agent being able to receive and send messages. The labeled places store references to net instances that provide or refine the main functionality of the agent. These are the Factory, the Knowledge base, the Decision components, and the Protocols. Protocol and decision component nets comprise parts of the domainspecific agent behavior, the two corresponding places in the agent net may contain numerous net instances (compare nets-within-nets [14] ).
The factory produces net instances from net patterns of protocols and decision components. It realizes reactive and proactive behavior by examining incoming messages and the agent's knowledge.
The knowledge base offers database functionality including atomic query, create, remove and modify operations to other subnets of the agent. It is used to store persistent information to be shared by protocol nets and decision components, for example the agent's representation of the environment. The knowledge base also stores the agent's configuration. It holds information about provided and required services, and a mapping of incoming messages to protocol nets.
Protocol nets implement domain-specific agent behavior. Each protocol net template models the participation of an agent role in a multi-agent interaction protocol. Instantiated protocol nets reside on the place Protocols of the agent, handle the processing of received messages and may generate outgoing messages.
Protocol net instances are the manifestations of the agent's involvement in an interaction with one or more other agents. They can access the knowledge base and exchange information with decision components through the exchange channel.
Decision components implement, like protocol nets, domain-specific agent behavior. A decision component net instance can be queried by protocol net instances to add flexibility to the static, workflow-like character of protocol nets. Decision components can also initiate proactive agent behavior by requesting the factory to instantiate protocol nets. Thus an AI-like planning component can be attached to an agent as a decision component or the functionality can be implemented directly as reference nets. Decision components may also encapsulate external tools or legacy code as well as a graphical user interface whereby the external feedback is transformed into proactive agent behavior.
Organizational Structure
In a multi-agent application the organizational structure has to be defined, such that responsibilities for all aspects of the system are specified. The general perspectives in the area of a multi-agent systems are the structure, the interactions, and the terminology. These perspectives are orthogonal with connecting points at some intersections (compare Figure 2) .
The structure of a multi-agent system is given by the agents, their roles, knowledge bases and decision components. The behavior of a multi-agent system is given by the interactions of the agents, their communicative acts and the internal actions related to the interactions. The terminology of a multi-agent system is given as a domain-specific ontology definition that enables agents and interactions to refer to the same objects, actions and facts. Without a common ontology successful interactions are impossible. A schematic two dimensional matrix is depicted in Figure 2 showing the independence and interconnection of agents and interactions. Neither is there any direct relationship between any pair of agents, nor between any pair of interactions. Thus these architectural elements are independent and depicted in parallel to each other. Agents and interactions are shown as orthogonal because each agent is involved in some interactions. The general case for any two structural and/or behavioral elements is independence, but interconnections exist. Coupled agents and interactions are marked by circles in the figure.
The terminology defined as ontology is the third dimension of perspectives (omitted in the diagram). It is orthogonal to the other two, but it tends to have many interconnecting points because each interaction and each agent uses parts of the ontology definition to fulfill its purpose.
Since the three perspectives are orthogonal to each other and independent within the perspective, it is easily possible to divide the tasks of design and implementation into independent parts. This means that different interactions can be developed by independent sub-teams and different agents can be designed by other independent sub-teams. Between agent teams and interaction teams, coordination is needed for the crucial parts only (circles in the diagram).
These three perspectives enable us to develop the parts of the system independently and concurrently -thus also distributedly -as long as there is enough coordination / synchronization between intersecting groups.
Techniques, Models and Development Tools
In this section we describe the techniques applied during the various stages of multi-agent application development with Mulan. An agent-based Workflow Management System serves as an example application to provide real-world models. However, since the WFMS is not the objective here, we will not go into detail of its design.
We present the applied techniques and resulting models starting with the coarse design giving an overview over the system, continuing with the definition of the structure of the multi-agent application, the ontology and the behavior of the agents.
Coarse Design
The requirements analysis is done mainly in open discussions. The results are captured in simple lists of system components and agent interactions. This culminates in a use case diagram as shown in Figure 3 . Of course other methods to derive use cases can also be applied.
A use case diagram is especially useful to derive the multi-agent application matrix because we depict agent roles in the system as actors in the diagram. In contrast, usually in use case models the actors represent real world users. Figure 3 shows the Account Manager (AM) role, the Workflow Data Base (WFDB) role, the Workflow Management System (WFMS) role and the User role together with several interactions. Already the use case diagram reveals the matrix structure in two dimensions. Agent roles form the multi-agent application structure while interactions form the behavior of the system. Arcs in the diagram correspond to the matrix interconnection points from Section 2. case diagrams are drawn directly in Renew. The use case plugin provides the functionality by adding a palette of drawing tools to the editor.
The use case plugin (UC-Plugin) integrates a generator feature, which generates the complete folder structure of the application necessary for the implementation of a multi-agent application. This includes a standard source package folder structure, skeletons for all agent interactions, role diagram and ontology files as well as configuration files and build / start skripts. The generator utilizes the Velocity 3 template engine.
Multi-Agent Application Structure
The structure of the multi-agent application is refined using a R/D diagram (role/dependency diagram). This kind of diagram uses features from class diagrams and component diagrams. Class diagrams provide inheritance arcs to denote role hierarchies. Component diagrams provide explicit nodes for services as well as arcs with uses and offers semantics to denote dependencies between roles. Initial values for role-specific knowledge bases are included through refinement of nodes. Figure 4 shows a fragment of the WFMS R/D diagram. The fragment depicts several roles marked «AgentRole»: CapaAgent, AuthenticationNeeder, AccountManager and WFEngine. Also some services marked «Interface» are depicted: SessionManagement, Authentication etc. As an example, the service Authentication is offered by the AccountManager and used by each agent that holds the role AuthenticationNeeder.
The agent role descriptions are automatically generated from the R/D diagram. Role descriptions are combined to form agent descriptions (initial knowledge bases). Roles can easily be assembled to form the multi-agent application using the graphical user interface. The multi-agent application is started either from within the tool, by a startup script or by a Petri net.
Terminology
The terminology of a multi-agent system is used in a twofold way. First, it is used in form of an ontology definition by the agents to communicate with each other and for their internal representation of the environment. Second, it is used among the developers to communicate about the system and its design. To define the ontology of our multi-agent applications we have been using Protégé 4 for over two years now. Ontologies are defined in Protégé and then translated by a generator into Java classes. Protégé is a very powerful tool, but it features a completely different user interface design than Renew.
The Renew feature structure plugin allows to explicitly model the ontology as a concept diagram as shown in Figure 5 . These are class diagrams restricted to inheritance and association. The concept diagrams can easily be understood by all sub-teams to capture the context of the concepts in use.
Up to now, the translation of models from the feature structure concepts to Protégé ontologies is a manual task. The Protégé model can then be used to generate the Java ontology classes. However, we have also developed a prototypical implementation of an ontology classes generator (directly) from concept diagrams. We are also working on transformations from and to Protégé models.
Knowledge and Decisions
While the agent's interactive behavior is defined in the interaction protocols (see next section), the facts about its environment are located in the agent's knowledge base. The initial knowledge of the agent is defined in its initial knowledge base file, constructed by joining information from the role definitions, which have been defined in the R/D diagram (introduced in Section 3.2). This XML document that can also be customized apart from the R/D diagram is parsed to build the initial knowledge of the agent during its initialization. Alternatively, a text file in the style of properties files suffices for the same purpose. Decision components (DC) are constructed as reference nets. There exists a generalized form of a DC providing GUI interface connection. Also net components [2] for the development of DCs are provided. Figure 6 shows a fragment of the DC net handling the request of a user for a workitem in the workitem dispatcher agent. The net holds the proxy net which implements the interface to the workflow engine. A request starts at the left of the image and is handed over to the proxy, which holds a list of available work items for the given user. The result of the request is handed back to the DC net and passed (via the exchange channel) on to the requester, a protocol net, which in turn sends an appropriate message to the requesting agent.
Behavior
The interactive behavior of the system components is specified using agent interaction protocol diagrams (AIP, introduced in [10] , integrated in Paose in [3] ). Figure 7 depicts a fragment of an AIP involving the two roles AccountManager and WorkitemDispatcher in the authenticate interaction. Agent interaction protocol diagrams are integrated in our tool set through the Renew Diagram plugin which is also capable of generating functional skeletons for protocol nets. As described in Section 2, protocol nets are reference nets that directly define the behavior of a Mulan agent. Protocol nets are composed of net components [2] . Net components are also used for automatic generation of protocol net skeletons from agent interaction protocol diagrams. The protocol nets are then refined during the implementation phase by adding inscriptions to the nets. Figure 8 shows an example protocol net.
5 Several decisions are made after receiving a request message. Finally, the appropriate answer is sent back.
With the implementation of interactions as protocol nets, the internal processes as decision components and the knowledge bases through the description of the role diagram, the whole multi-agent application is defined.
Additionally, all diagrams presented here serve as documentation elements and are included in the API-documentation of the system (MulanDoc Plugin).
Summary
In the context of Mulan and Paose we can identify three basic dimensions in which the perspectives on the system can be categorized. Structure relates to roles and knowledge, which is functionally decomposed. Behavior relates to interactions and internal processes, which reflects the natural view via Petri nets onto systems with respect to behavior. Terminology is covered by ontologies and provides the glue between the different perspectives. Organizational embedding is covered by the matrix-like treatment, which provides the relationships between entities in the organizational context including the involved people. In addition, Table 1 shows a table of Table 1 . Overview over the contiguous techniques.
Experiences
The presented approach has been applied to several teaching projects consisting of twenty to forty students, tutors and lecturers. The approach has been further developed over the years, which resulted in better tool support and further elaboration of methods and techniques (many of which were presented earlier). After a phase of learning the concepts, methods and techniques, the students were able to design and construct rather complex concurrent and distributed software systems. For example, an agent-based workflow management system (compare with the diagrams of this paper) was developed using this approach.
The results of 5 weeks of teaching and 9 weeks of implementation include about 10 agent roles, more than 20 interactions and almost 70 concepts in the ontology. The outcome is a running prototype of an distributed agent based workflow management system, where a user is represented by an agent and the basic features are provided through a user GUI: Authentication, workflow instantiation, offering of available tasks according to application roles and task rules, accepting, cancellation and conclusion of tasks during the progress of a workflow. Workflows themselves are specified with Petri nets using a special task transition which provides cancellation (compare [6] ). Thus synchronization and conflict solving are provided by the inherent features of the Renew simulation engine. This example and our other previous projects show that Paose together with the guiding metaphor of a multi-agent system of developers [1] enable us to develop multi-agent applications with Mulan. The developed methods and the tool support have proven to be effective in supporting the development process.
Conclusion
In this paper we present the modeling techniques used within the Paose approach to build agent models. The tools that are used during the development process support all tasks of development with modeling power, code generation and deployment facilities. Still some of the tools have prototypical character. Specifically, we have presented techniques to model structure, behavior and terminology of concurrent software systems in a coherent way following the multi-agent paradigm. All techniques and tools own semantics built upon the unique, concurrency-oriented modeling and programming language of reference nets, either directly or by referring to the Mulan reference architecture.
The concurrency-awareness in development process and modeling techniques distinguishes our approach from most of the methodologies mentioned in the introduction since they usually do not address true concurrency explicitly (compare [13] ). The advantage of tight integration of abstract modeling techniques with the conceptual framework given through the formal model of Mulan is responsible for the clearness and the effectivity of our approach.
For the future, we follow several directions to refine the approach. On the practical side, we look into further developments, improvements and integration of tools and techniques. On the conceptual side, we work on expanding the multiagent-oriented approach to other aspects of the development process like project organization and agent-oriented tool support. Following these directions, we want to achieve symmetrical structures in all three aspects of software development: the system, the development process and the project organization (compare [1] ).
